Kite Decorating Contest
Rules:

Rules and Instructions

1. To enter your kite into the contest, post a picture to your Facebook or
Instagram account and include #GarlandKiteContest. Alternatively, you
can email your submission to play@garlandtx.gov.
2. The picture of your kite must be posted between July 7 and July 18 to
qualify.
3. Kite decorations must be appropriate and family friendly (as determined
by Garland Parks and Recreation Department at their sole discretion). Any
inappropriate submissions will be taken down and disqualified.
4. Contestants must be present at the award ceremony during the Family
Night Out event on July 25th at 6:30 p.m. to receive their prize.
5. Have fun and be creative!
6. This Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administrated by, or
associated with, Facebook or Instagram. Instagram is a registered
trademark of Instagram, Inc. All rights reserved. Facebook is a registered
trademark of Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

Instructions:
1. Lay the white fabric diamond kite on the floor or table, leave the long
plastic pole inserted and the plastic tabs facing down.
2. Use fabric markers, permanent markers, acrylic paint, or watercolor paint
to decorate the top surface of the kite. The kite is pre-strung so you will
need to move the string out of the way to decorate.
3. When dry, turn the kite over so the plastic tabs are facing up.
4. Insert the short plastic pole into the two remaining plastic tabs so that the
poles cross in the middle.
5. Optional: Add beads, paper strips or bows to the tail of your kite to add
more weight and decoration.
6. Unravel a few feet of the main kite string from the handle and tie the end
of the string securely to the loop of the string already on the kite.
7. Your kite is ready to fly!
This event is part of Garland’s Park and Recreation Month events! For more
information visit our Facebook page or www.GarlandParks.com

